
Home Presentation

Your Healthy Home System



You’ve heard of natural 
therapies. Perhaps you even 
know someone who has 
used them, and has had  
great results.



Perhaps you have even tried 
them yourself.



If you haven’t tried them, you 
have probably done some 
Dr. Google research.



And you likely feel like this...



The Good 
News!
Let’s simplify this process 
for you by giving you a clear 
idea of where to begin on 
this journey to start bringing 
more natural options into your 
home.

YOU DON’T HAVE 
TO BE AN EXPERT.



WHAT ARE NATURAL 
THERAPIES?



Natural Therapies Defined



Your Body: The Ultimate 
Machine

The body’s natural homeostasis is to  
be healthy and balanced.

Your body knows exactly how to treat 
itself. However, when it’s not in balance 
we begin to notice symptoms.

Symptoms are natural signals 
generated by the body to 
communicate that something is  
out of balance.

If we don’t pay attention to  
these subtle signals, our bodies  
will communicate even louder.



TRADITIONAL  
SYMPTOM RELIEF



TRADITIONAL SYMPTOM 
RELIEF

May Cause...Modern Medicine 
and The Marketing 
Machine DEPRESSION

NAUSEA



The truth is, there are 
great benefits to both 
modern medicine and 
natural therapies. 

Each have their place in a 
healthy home system.

TRADITIONAL SYMPTOM 
RELIEF



NATURAL THERAPIES



When considering natural therapies, there  
are many naturopathic options such as:

Chiropractic Care

Acupuncture

Nutrition

Massage Therapy

Essential Oils

Etc.

NATURAL THERAPIES



NATURAL THERAPIES

Yet again, you’re probably  
wondering where to begin.

We would strongly 
recommend beginning  
with essential oils.



WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?



A true definition of naturopathic

Time tested, Mother Nature approved,  
self-healing fuel for the body

Lipophilic—able to permeate the cell membrane

Think of essential oils as the plant’s immune system

Mother Nature has been around for a long time 
and our bodies know what to do with it

Almost no side effects

Powerfully Effective

WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?



Powerfully Effective

Clinical research on essential oils: May 2015

WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?

15,513
RESULTS



Affordability

WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?



Money

1 drop costs about…

WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?



WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?

Calm (15 ml)

Cost per dose (wholesale) = 17 Cents 

Ice (5 ml)

Cost per dose (wholesale) = 50 Cents

Sentry (15 ml)

Cost per dose (wholesale) = 17 Cents

Escape (10 ml)

Cost per dose (wholesale) = 17 Cents

Cost Per Dose



Convenience

WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?



Time

You save time from running to the store, pharmacy, etc.

From the comfort of your home

Small and light weight

Simple to use

WHY ESSENTIAL OILS?



PRIIME OILS



PRIIME OILS

Between a hectic schedule, work responsibilities, and family 
commitments, your days can be downright overwhelming, 
making it difficult to know exactly what to do when life is out 
of balance. Priime is the simple, natural solution that covers 
innumerable concerns to restore peace and harmony. We’ve 
taken the complex yet powerful world of essential oils and 
simplified it to provide you with the widest spectrum of safe 
and effective care.
 
Our easy-to-use blends not only address specific complaints, 
but also deliver a host of other benefits that help naturally 
shift you toward a more balanced life. With Priime, less really 
is more. Each and every drop of our oils contains infinite 
benefits. 

The Priime Promise



PRIIME OILS



Each of our blends has been formulated based on 
the principles of Traditional Chinese Medicine, which 
for centuries has been structuring its oils to directly 
reflect royal hierarchy positions and their important 
roles in civilization.

Ingredient Quality
100% therapeutic grade
No synthetic ingredients
Confirmed free of contaminants, 
Microorganisms, and toxins

Blended with the Best Ingredients

PRIIME OILS



Find your quiet place, enhance 
your wellbeing and tranquility, and 
leave your responsibilities and 
to-do lists behind with Calm. This 
blend is essential for relaxation 
and promotes restful sleep. Calm 
also helps reduce irritability and 
frustration, while also helping you 
feel more grounded and at peace.

RELAXING BLEND



For your every ache and pain, 
from workout strain to the 
agonizing natural signs of aging 
to troublesome injuries, Ice 
penetrates deep into muscles 
and joints to temporarily ease 
discomfort. As additional benefits, 
Ice also relieves tension, while 
also increasing mental clarity and 
focus.

SOOTHING BLEND



Hard days have their wear 
and tear on both your physical 
body and mood. Escape was 
specifically formulated to uplift 
spirits and help relieve tension 
and headaches. With key natural 
properties, Escape can help 
ease pain and promote a sense 
of peace. Making it even more 
powerful, Escape additionally 
helps ease your breathing when 
you’re feeling under the weather.

RELIEVING BLEND



Germs are lurking everywhere, 
from doorknobs to countertops 
to your child’s toys. Protect your 
home and family with Sentry’s 
natural cleaning abilities. Diffusing 
Sentry also inspires a sense of 
alertness by reducing mental 
fatigue.

DEFENSIVE BLEND



The ideal companion for all of 
your Priime blends. Coconut oil is 
also the perfect massage oil, an 
excellent moisturizer, as well as 
an excellent dietary supplement 
to help improve energy levels and 
maintain a strong immune system.

DIETARY SUPPLEMENT



Powerful, compact, and easy to 
use, the Priime Atomizing Diffuser 
brings ease to diffusing your favorite 
blends. The micro-fine mist and easy 
to change attachments will help you 
experience the full benefits Priime.

PRIIME ATOMIZING 
DIFFUSER



6:30 am—Diffused Escape to help wake everyone up and 
brighten their mood as I got everyone out of the house.

7:00 am—Brushed teeth and added one drop of Sentry to my 
toothpaste. Also gargled with it after brushing to kill germs and 
freshen my breath.

7:30 am—Went to the gym for a workout and used Ice before  
and after to alleviate soreness.

12:30 pm—After preparing lunch, cleaned my kitchen counters 
using Sentry.

2:00 pm—Neck is tight from sitting at the computer all day—
applied some Ice to my neck.

8:30 pm—Got the kids to bed and diffused Calm during our 
bedtime story to help us all relax.

10:00 pm—Placed 2 drops of Calm on a handkerchief and  
placed in my pillowcase.

Sample  
Priime  
Day

PRIIME OILS



Priime Oils  
Quick  
Reference  
Guide

PRIIME OILS



PRIIME OILS

Prevent

Protect

Maintain

Relieve When Necessary

Go Natural with Priime

Priime Healthy Home System

Watch the Priime Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_zbfH3bBGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_zbfH3bBGY


PRIIME OILS

Priime Packs

Priime  
Pack

$206.97

Priime  
Business Pack

$749.95

Priime  
Pack with  
Fractionated  
Coconut Oil

$228.40

Priime  
Member Pack

$384.95


